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Crystal Christmas with the Moser Glassworks
Tips for Christmas Gifts and Christmas Interiors

Eternal Beauty
Eternity Vase with Floral Oroplastic Decoration
The neoclassical curves of Eternity first saw the light of day as early as around 1920. Since then, the classical vase 
with floral oroplastic decoration made of 24-carat gold has kept on captivating new generations of connoisseurs 
of design, Czech crystal and honest craftsmanship.

Eternity crystal vase with oroplastic flowers, 20 cm  
| Moser | Price: CZK 27,500

Download photos here

A Gift Set of Glasses from the Royal Collection
The set of two sherry glasses from the Royal collection will enchant you with its delicacy and its characteristic line 
of 24-carat gold. Moser produced the drinking set for the first time over 100 years ago on commission for the wife 
of the King of England, Edward VII. Its minimalist design in Empire style captivates to this day.

Gift set of sherry glasses from the Royal collection, 120 ml  
| Moser | Price: CZK 6,000/ set of 2

Download photos here

Warming Winter Motifs
Brandy & Cognac Drinking Set with a Christmas Motif
The Brandy & Cognac drinking set will conjure up the proper Christmas atmosphere. The glasses bear an oroplastic 
decoration made of 24-carat gold inspired by a knitted pattern. Our traditional collection includes engraved motifs 
of a star and a reindeer, with a new addition for this year in the form of a tree and a snowflake. The thematic glasses 
will complete the festive atmosphere atop your Christmas table, or delight as a thoughtful gift.

Cognac glasses with a Christmas motif, 590 ml  
| Moser | Price: CZK 3,900/ 1 pc

Download photos here

The Magic of Christmas
Pinea Vase
The Pinea vase is a part of the Soul of the Forest collection of new artworks, which is based on natural structures. 
Its designer, Moser‘s art director Jan Plecháč, was inspired in its creation by a pine forest. Pinea invokes the desire 
to touch, encouraging perception both visual and haptic. It is a harmonic reflection of the forest, which takes us 
back to nature in today‘s overly technical age. The vase‘s delicate structure and peaceful shade of pine usher 
a Christmas atmosphere into the interior. The refined cut made by the best artists the Karlsbad glassworks has 
to offer makes each piece a truly unique work of art. The vase is available in two sizes: 23.5 cm and 26.5 cm.

Pinea vase, 23.5 cm | Moser | Price: CZK 79,000
Pinea vase, 26.5 cm | Moser | Price: CZK 79,000

Download photos here

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ihgwzOEN3LooNJc3Wj1jIurH3J4BDL_h?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ccr0c2fkHMPhlQdPIjarja1V3-nUGSdl?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Z7-hcBAZaz-Em0DY-lIgESAwjvQDH5QU?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KFUURXno7q0NU93_THeeQDqDc0-vMBWV?usp=sharing
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About the Moser brand
For 166 years now, the products of this Karlovy Vary glassworks have carried the name of its founder, engraver, and businessman, 
Ludwig Moser. The company MOSER, a. s., with its headquarters in Karlovy Vary, continues in his footsteps by further evolving 
its traditional, handmade production. Made of high-quality unleaded crystal, its works successfully dominate Czech and foreign 
markets. Thanks to this achievement, the company stands amongst the leading Czech exporters today, thus representing the 
artwork of Czech glassmakers all over the world. Moser is a member of the Comité Colbert association, which makes it its goal 
to maintain and develop the traditional, hand-crafted production of luxury products. Find out more at moser.com.
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